Itential + Amartus
Delivering the Promise of Programmable, Dynamic Networks
Providing global customers with intelligent network solutions, our partnership
delivers end-to-end network automation, reduces manual tasks and realizes
innovation faster.

Overview
In alliance with Amartus, Itential leverages the fusion of expert software development, technical consultancy,
and network expertise from our partnership to enhance the Itential solution portfolio, focusing on improving the
efficiency of network operations. Together, this collaboration provides global customers with an intelligent network
solution that delivers end-to-end network automation and drives shorter time to revenue.

What We Deliver
For over 15 years, Amartus has been solving network issues by designing, developing, and integrating service
orchestration, network automation, and OSS/BSS solutions. As a trusted innovation partner, Amartus supports
Itential with the design and development of its Network Intelligent Automation Solution, core platform development,
and delivery of its integration expertise to end customers.
Itential products are built with today’s complex, heterogenous networks in mind. From cloud-based networks to data
center networks to distributed WANs – Itential includes the features that you need for even the most difficult, large
enterprise and service provider class network automation projects.
The Itential Network Automation solution includes:
Low-Code, Drag-and-Drop Interface: Itential can be used by developers and network engineers alike,
regardless of network engineering or coding skills. Its intuitive low-code interface and built-in network
intelligence allows everyone on your team to contribute to your network automation goals.
Intent-Based Network API: Itential simplifies your network automation ecosystem by consolidating the
functions of network facing tools into a single, aggregated network API. This saves time and money by
providing systems, such as ServiceNow, BMC Remedy, and SolarWinds NPM a single integration point for
network automation tasks.
Multi-Domain: Itential is purpose-built for today’s complex, heterogenous networks. From cloud-based
networks to data center networks and from NFV to distributed WANs – Itential includes the features that you
need for even the most complex, large enterprise and service provider class network automation projects.
Network Intelligence: : Itential’s platform supports automating your current operations and future closedloop logic, enabling a limitless array of network automation capabilities. The intuitive user interface enables
engineers of all skill levels to participate in creating, visualizing, building and executing automations by
providing prebuilt components which can be easily configured around your organization’s objectives.
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Why Itential + Amartus?
Our network automation solution for physical and virtual networks provides an end-to-end and closed-loop
automation capabilities while seamlessly connecting to your systems. By leveraging our partnership with Amartus,
we accelerate our customers’ journey towards automation while delivering the highest quality of software based on
open APIs and the latest industry standards to deliver robust, secure and easily-scalable solutions. Combined, we
are:
•
•
•
•

In use within 6 of the 10 largest service providers in the world
Used by 3 of the top 5 US financial service institutions
Trusted by the US military
Exhaustive pre- and post-check capabilities to ensure error free operational changes

“

The industry is on the cusp of an automation revolution in networking, and in order to realize the benefits of
this innovation, companies must embrace orchestration and virtualization technologies. By partnering with
Itential, Amartus contributes to the development of a potent automation solution that helps enterprises and
service providers transit from traditional networks to nimble, software-centric networking.

”

- Liam Twomey, VP of Sales and Marketing at Amartus

“

Many of our customers are struggling to meet the demands on their network brought by the changing
landscape in the industry. Itential’s focus has been to build a platform that can not only get started but grow
with them as they take on steadily more complex objectives Our partnership with Amartus is key to that success.
- Chris Wade, CTO and Co-founder at Itential

”

Find Out More
To request a demo or to meet with the Itential & Amartus team to see how we can fuel your journey to true network
automation please visit, www.itential.com and follow @Itential on Twitter.

About Itential
Itential is committed to building world-class products that accelerate the move toward software-driven networks
and Itential provides powerful network automation software to companies worldwide, from Fortune 500
telecommunications and financial service companies to enterprises of all sizes. We are committed to building
world-class products that accelerate the move toward software-driven networks and next generation, agile network
operations. We are exclusively focused on delivering network automation solutions that help our customers realize
their vision of digital transformation. Our solutions leverage the latest thinking, open standards, open architectures,
partners and best practices to drive network operations and maximize the impact of automation. Learn more at
www.Itential.com

About Amartus
Amartus is a software development and integration partner helping software vendors and service providers
maximize the benefit from network automation and software-centric networks. We drive innovation in the fields
of service management and automation, cloud services orchestration, multi-vendor SD-WAN, inter-carrier service
orchestration, MEF standards & services, Lifecycle Service Orchestration, SDN and NFV applications, open standard
APIs, virtualization and containerization and blockchain/smart contracts. For more information about Amartus
products and services visit www.amartus.com.
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